## LIST OF LIBRARIES IN DELHI

1. A & U Tibia College Lib.
2. Agricultural Economic Research Centre Lib.
4. All India Congress Committee Lib.
5. All India Information Centre Lib.
6. All India Institute of Medical Sciences Lib.
7. All India Management Association Lib.
8. All India Panchayat Parishad Lib.
10. American Institute for Indian Studies Lib.
15. Art Reference Lib.
16. Asian Institute of Educational Planning & Administration Lib.
17. Atma Ram Sanatan Dharam College Lib.
18. B.C. Roy Memorial Children's Reading Room & Lib.
20. Bharat Scouts & Guides Lib.
22. Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan Delhi Kendra Lib.
23. Birla Mills Public Lib.
27. Central Board of Revenue and Insurance Lib.
29. Central Fil Lib.
30. Central Hindi Directorate Lib.
31. Central Institute for Communicable Diseases Lib.
32. Central Institute of Education Lib.
33. Central Institute of Research & Trg. in Employment Service Lib.
34. Central Institute of Research & Trg. in Pub. Coop. Lib.
37. Central Medical Lib.
38. Central Public Works Department Lib.
39. Central Road Research Institute Lib.
40. Central Secretariat Lib.
42. Central Statistical Organisation Lib.
44. Centre for Applied Politics Lib.
45. Centre for Russian Studies Lib.
46. Centre for the Study of Developing Societies Lib.
47. Centre for Training & Research in Municipal Administration Lib.
48. College of Art Lib.
49. College of Nursing Lib.
50. College of Pharmacy Lib.
52. Committee for Cooperative Training Lib.
54. Daulat Ram College Lib.
55. Defence Science Lib.
56. Delhi Administration Secretariat Lib.
57. Delhi Bible Institute Lib.
59. Delhi College Library
60. Delhi College (Evening) Lib.
61. Delhi College of Engineering Lib.
62. Delhi Development Authority Lib.
63. Delhi Gymkhana Lib.
64. Delhi Public Lib.
65. Delhi School of Social Work Lib.
66. Delhi State Cooperative Union Ltd. Lib.
67. Department of Administrative Reforms Lib.
68. Department of Agriculture Lib.
69. Department of Audio Visual Education Lib.
70. Department of Banking Lib.
71. Department of Business Management & Industrial Lib.
72. Department of Chinese Studies Lib.
73. Department of Community Development & Cooperation Lib.
74. Department of Education Lib.
75. Department of Health Lib.
76. Department of Labour & Employment Lib.
77. Department of Law Lib.
78. Department of Mines Lib.
79. Department of Science & Technology Lib.
80. Department of Social Welfare Lib.
81. Department of Steel Lib.
82. Department of Teaching Aids Lib.
83. Deshbandhu College Lib.
84. Deshbandhu Evening College Lib.
85. Development Commissioner Small Scale Industries Lib.
86. Director General of Arms Forces Medical Services Lib.
87. Directorate General All India Radio Lib.
94. Directorate of Extension Lib.
95. District and Session Court Lib.
96. Diwan Chand Institute of National Affairs Lib.
97. Dyal Singh Day College Lib.
98. Dyas Singh Evening College Lib.
100. Earop Central Lib.
101. Educational Resources Central Lib.
102. Election Commission of India Lib.
103. Engineers India Ltd. Lib.
105. Fatehpuri Muslim Public Lib.
106. Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce & Industry Lib.
107. Federation of Indian Exports Organisation Lib.
108. Food Corporation of India Central Training Institute Lib.
109. Food Corporation of India Lib.
110. Foreign Trade Lib.
111. G.B. Pant Polytechnic Lib.
113. Gandhi Peace Foundation Lib.
114. Gandhi College Lib.
115. Govt. Integrated Lib.
116. Govt. Lib.
117. Gyan Devi Salwan College Lib.
118. Hamdar College of Pharmacy Lib.
119. Hans Raj College Lib.
120. Hardyal Harding Municipal Public Lib.
121. Hastinapur College Lib.
122. Hastinapur College Evening Lib.
123. Hindu College Lib.
124. Hindustan Insecticides Ltd. Lib.
125. Hindustan Times Lib.
127. India International Centre Lib.
128. India Meteorological Department Lib.
129. Indian Adult Education Association Lib.
130. Indian Agricultural Research Institute Lib.
131. Indian Cooperative Union Lib.
132. Indian Council for Africa Lib.
134. Indian Council for Cultural Relations Lib.
135. Indian Council of Agricultural Research Lib.
136. Indian Council of Medical Research Lib.
137. Indian Council of World Affairs Lib.
140. Indian Institute of Foreign Trade Lib.
141. Indian Institute of Islamic Studies Lib.
142. Indian Institute of Mass Communication Lib.
143. Indian Institute of Public Administration Lib.
144. Indian Institute of Technology Lib.
145. Indian Investment Centre Lib.
146. Indian Law Institute Lib.
147. Indian National Science Academy Lib.
148. Indian Roads Congress Lib.
149. Indian Social Institute Lib.
150. Indian Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge Lib.
151. Indian Society of International Law Lib.
152. Indian Standards Institutions Technical Lib.
153. Indraprastha College for Women Lib.
154. Industrial Finance Corporation of India Lib.
155. Institute for Defence Studies & Analysis Lib.
156. Institute of Applied Manpower Research Lib.
157. Institute of Chartered Accountants of India Lib.
158. Institute of Constitutional & Parliamentary Studies Lib.
159. Institute of Economic Growth Lib.
160. Institute of Engineers (India) Delhi Centre Lib.
161. Institute of Home Economic Lib.
162. Institute of Hotel Management, Catering & Nutrition Lib.
163. Institute of Indology Lib.
164. Institute of Marketing & Management Lib.
165. Institute of Medical Sciences Lib.
166. Institute of Physics and Spiritual Lib.
167. Intelligence Bureau Lib.
168. Inter University Board Lib.
169. International Academy of Indian Culture Lib.
172. International Cooperative Alliance Regional Office Lib.
173. International Cultural Centre Lib.
175. Irrigation & Power Lib.
176. Jai Sahitya Sadan Lib.
177. Jain Public Lib.
178. Jamia Central Lib.
179. Jamia Millia Extension Services Department Lib.
181. Jawaharlal Nehru University Lib.
182. Jesus & Mary College Lib.
183. Joint Cipher Bureau Lib.
184. Kaifi Public Lib.
185. Kalicharan Sanatandharam Public Lib.
186. Kalindi College Lib.
187. Karori Mal College Lib.
188. Kashmiri Gate Polyechnic Lib.
189. Lady Harding & Medical College Lib.
190. Lady Irwin College Lib.
191. Lady Shri Ram College for Women Lib.
192. Lakshmi Bai College for Women Lib.
193. Lalit Kala Academy Lib.
194. Law Commission Lib.
195. Library & Information Bureau.
196. Life Insurance Corporation of India Northern Zonal Office Lib.
197. Link India News Magazine Lib.
198. Literacy Information Centre Lib.
199. Lodhi Road Bengali Club Lib.
200. Lok Sewak Mandal Lib.
Maitreyi College Lib.
Malaria Institute of India Lib.
Margaret Cousins Memorial Lib.
Marwari Punic Lib.
Mata Sundri College for Women Lib.
Maulana Azad Medical College Lib.
Max Muller Bhawan Lib.
Medical Lib.
Milap Daily Lib.
Minerals and Metals Trading Corporation Lib.
Ministry of Agriculture Lib.
Ministry of Economic Energy Lib.
Ministry of Cabinet Secretariat Lib.
Ministry of Commerce & Industry Lib.
Ministry of Communication Lib.
Ministry of Community & Development Lib.
Ministry of Company Affairs Lib.
Ministry of Defence Lib.
Ministry of External Affairs Lib.
Ministry of Finance Lib.
Ministry of Health & Family Planning Lib.
Ministry of Home Affairs Lib.
Ministry of Industrial Development Lib.
Ministry of Law, Justice and Company Affairs Lib.
Ministry of Petroleum and Chemical Lib.
Ministry of Shipping and Transport Lib.
Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation Lib.
Ministry of Works and Housing Lib.
Miranda House Lib.
Modern College for Women Lib.
Muslim Public Lib.
National Archives of India Lib.
National Book Trust (India) Lib.
National Building Organisation Lib.
National Cooperative Union of India Lib.
National Defence College Lib.
National Herald Lib.
National Industrial Development Corporation Lib.
National Information System of Science & Technology Lib.
National Institute of Communicable Disease Lib.
National Institute of Education (NCERT) Lib.
National Institute of Family Planning Lib.
National Institute of Health Administration & Education Lib.
National Labour Institute Lib.
National Medical Branch Lib.
National Medical Lib.
National Mineral Development Corporation Ltd. Lib.
National Museum Lib.
National Physical Laboratories Lib.
National Productivity Council Lib.
National Sample Survey Organisation Lib.
National School of Drama and Asian Theatre Institute Lib.
255. National Staff College of Educational Planners & Adm. Lib.
256. Naval Headquarters Lib.
257. Nehru Memorial Museum and Lib.
258. New Delhi Public Library and Nagendra Rakshit Free Reading Lib.
259. Northern Railway Headquarters Officers Lib.
262. Office of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India Lib.
265. Office of the Registrar General of Newspaper for India Lib.
266. Official Language (Legislative) Commission Lib.
268. P & T Board Lib.
269. Pannalal Girdharilal D.A.V. College (Day) Lib.
272. Patriot Newspaper Lib.
274. President's Secretariat Lib.
275. Press Institute of India Lib.
276. Prime Minister's Secretariat Lib.
277. Publication & Information Directorate Lib.
278. Publications Division Lib.
279. Pusa Polytechnic Lib.
280. Furushanam Dass Tandon Lib.
281. Raghunath Vedic Lib.
282. Railway Board Lib.
284. Rajdhani College Lib.
285. Rajkumari Amrit Kaur College of Nursing Lib.
286. Ramakrishna Mission Free Lib.
287. Ramjas College Lib.
288. Ram Lal Anand College Lib.
289. Rao Tula Ram College Lib.
290. Ratan Tata Lib.
291. Research & Reference Division Lib.
292. Research Department Lib.
293. Roshanara Club's Lib.
294. Rotary Club of Delhi Lib.
295. S.G.T.E. Khalsa College Lib.
296. S.N. Das-Gupta College Lib.
297. Sahitya Academy Lib.
298. Sangeet Natak Academy Lib.
299. Sarvajanik Lib.
300. Satyawati Co-educational College Lib.
301. School of International Studies Lib.
302. School of Planning & Architecture Lib.
303. Secretariat Training School Lib.
304. Shivaji College Lib.
305. Shraddhanand Vedic Lib.
306. Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri Pustakalya (Lib.)
307. Shri Mahavir Jain Public Lib.
308. Shri Public Desh Hitkari Lib.
309. Shri Ram Centre for Industrial Relations & Human Resources Lib.
310. Shri Seth Minamal Somani Pustakalya and Vachnalya (Lib.)
311. Shri Vallab Bhai Patel Lib.
312. Shyam Prasad Mukerjee College Lib.
313. Shyam Lal College Lib.
314. Social Science Documentation Centre Lib.
315. Song and Drama Division Lib.
316. Sri Aurobindo Ashram Lib.
317. Sri Ram College of Commerce Lib.
318. Sri Shankarlal Institute of Music Lib.
319. Sri Venkateswara College Lib.
320. St. Stephen's College Lib.
321. State Trading Corporation of India Ltd. Lib.
322. Stateman Ltd. Lib.
323. Supreme Court Bar Association Lib.
324. Supreme Court of India Lib.
325. Swami Shraddhanand College Lib.
326. Teacher's College Lib.
327. Technical Centre Lib.
328. Telecommunication Research Lib.
329. Tibet House Lib.
330. Times of India Ltd. Lib.
332. Unesco Field Science Office for South Asia Lib.
333. Union Public Service Commission Lib.
334. United Service Institute of India Lib.
335. United States Mission Lib.
336. University College of Medical Sciences Lib.
338. University of Delhi Lib.
340. Vivekanand Mahila College Lib.
341. Women's Polytechnic Lib.
342. World Health Organisation Lib.